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If a finite group G is generated by ra elements and defined by m

relations between them then G has a presentation

G = {xh ■ ■ ■ , xn\ Ri, ■ ■ ■ ,Rm}.

Clearly m^n and the value ra— m is said to be the deficiency of the

given presentation. The deficiency of G, denoted def(G), is the maxi-

mum of the deficiencies of all the finite presentations of G.

It is implicit in I. Schur [l] that the minimal number of generators

of the Schur "multiplicator", as an abelian group, is less than or equal

to —def(G). B. H. Neumann [2] asks whether a finite group with

trivial multiplicator has deficiency zero, R. G. Swan [3] answers this

question by giving a family of finite groups with trivial multiplicator

and negative deficiency.

In this paper we confirm Neumann's conjective that H2(G, Z)=0

if and only if def (G) = 0 in the metacyclic case by proving

Theorem. Let G be a finite group with presentation

G = {a,b\ b-labar1-", ^a"8, a^}

with a, 0, y, 8 nonnegative and such that the order of G is y0, then the

following are equivalent:

(i) Deficiency of G is zero.

(ii) H2(G, Z)=0.
(iii)  G.C.D(a, 8, 5, a8/8,   {(l+a)*-l}//3,   {(l+a)?-l}/«) = 1.

Lemma 1. Let G be a finite group with presentation

G = fa, 6 | b-'abar", frar\ a?}

with a, 8, y, 5 nonnegative integers such that G is of order y0 then

H2(G, Z) =Zn, the cyclic group of order ra, where

ra = G.C.D(a - 1, 0, 5, (ci* - l)/0, (d* - l)/(a - 1), 5(a - l)/0).

Proof. A resolution given by C. T. C. Wall [4] is

t di        d2        d%
0*-Z<- A0<^ Ai<- Ait-
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where An is free on a„,o, an-i,i, • • • , Oo,n; with d given in matrix

form as

di = (a - 1    b - 1),

(N   1-bLi   M \

d2 = \o   «-i     Lgw'

a-l    bLi-1    -(l/fi)(a< - 1)    -b(8a - 8/fi)

d3 =       0 A - X^o jy£i M

0 0 a-l 6-1

where

(j-i
A = £ a*',        Fy = E <**': 0 ^ i < a'

«-o

and

M = - 1 - a - ■ ■ ■ - a"-1,       5^0,

= 0, 8 = 0,

whence the result follows.

Lemma 2. Let G be a finite group with presentation

G = {a,b\ b^ab = a1+a, fr = a\ aB = l}

where a, 8, 7, 8 are nonnegative, G of order yfi, and H2(G, Z) =0, then

def(G)=0.

Proof. If p and q are integers such that pr divides q but pr+1 does

not divide q we write pr\\q.

(i) If pr\\8, Pr+S\\8, 5>0, 5 nonzero, p prime then replace 6* with

8(p'+8/p')/p' = 8' giving pr\\8'. Suppose q is such that (q, p) = l and

q\8, g"||5 then g"||5' i.e. we may choose 3 to be zero or such that if p

is a prime with pr\\8 then pr+1\8.

(ii) If 8 = pfl • • • Pn"> Pi distinct primes, ft>0. Then we may take

8 = p[l ■ ■ ■ pnn or 0, 8i = 0, 8, gft for if 5 = kt, (k, fi) = 1 replace a with

ak in the generating set.

(iii) Similarly we may take

a = p"i   ■ ■ • p"„nh,        (h, fi) = 1,        at ^ fii.

(iv) If (a, 8) = 1, then 5 = 0 since B\a8. We then solve ma = l

(mod 8) for m. Let Gi = {a, b\b-1amb = am+1, by = aB} giving b^ab

= a1+a, aB = l, by = l i.e. Gi=G, so we may assume (a, B)?*l.
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(v) If 5 = 0, then (ab)y = a^1+a)y~1]ia, suppose pr\0, p"\a, sgr,

sy±0, p'y±2, then p\{(l+a)y-l}/8, otherwise H2(G, Z)y±0, i.e,

pr~'\\y, and p'\ {(l+a)i-l }/a, giving (ab)yy±l. In the case p' = 2

we have

2j{(l + a)y - l}/0,    otherwise H2(G, Z) y± 0,

i.e. 2r||(l+a:)T-l, giving 2rf {(H-aO^-l }/a or (ab)fy^l. Replacing

b with ab in the generating set gives 5^0, so we may assume oy^O.

(vi) Let

01 Sn
0 = pi  ■ ■ ■ p„ , pi distinct primes, /?,• > 0,

a = kpi   ■ ■ ■ pn",       at g 0„    (k, 0) = 1,

o=Pi   ■ ■ ■ pi", Si = 0i,

y = hpV ■ ■ ■ Pi",        (h, 0) = 1.

Let m be such that mak=a (mod a2S/k), i.e. mk = l (mod ab/k). Let

G2= {a, b\b-1amb = an+alk, 6? = a3}. Then we have

(a) a has order dividing ab/k.

(b) b-lab = a1+".

(c) a has order dividing (1+a)"1 — 1.

(d) 0\ad/k.
(e) If £|a5/fc then p\B.

Suppose pr\\8, r>0 and ps\\a, pl\\d, pm\\y. If £r+1|a5, then

pr\\ (aS/k, (l+a)r — 1). Suppose £r+1 a5, then 5+i>r, giving s>0,

t>0, since s^r, t^r, whence p\a, p 8, P\b, p\b~a/B- However since

H2(G, Z) = 0, p\{(l +a)y - l}/8 giving p'\\(l + a)y - 1 or

pr\\(ah/k, (l+a)i'-l) whereby it follows /3=(a5/&, (1+«)'>'-1)

giving G2~G.

The proof of the theorem follows from the lemmas.

Finally I wish to thank Dr. I. D. Macdonald, who suggested the

problem, for his assistance and the referee for his helpful suggestions.
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